The biological stress response of the body forms one of the foundations of adaptive behavior, including promoting (and impairing) different forms of memory. This response transcends stressful experiences and underlies reactions to challenges and even reinforcers such as addictive substances. Nevertheless, drug-induced stress responses are rarely incorporated into models of addiction. We propose here that drug-induced stress responses (particularly glucocorticoids) play a crucial role in addictive behavior by modulating the formation of memories for substance-use experiences. We review the contributions of amygdala-, striatum-, and hippocampus-based memory systems to addiction, and reveal common effects of addictive drugs and acute stress on these different memories. We suggest that the contributions of druginduced stress responses to memory may provide insights into the mechanisms driving addictive behavior.
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Memories for Drug Use
Drug-seeking and drug-use behaviors are powerfully informed by learning and memory. What was learned and what is remembered about prior experiences with these substances can have a profound impact on future responses to information or cues relating to these experiences. As illustrated by the following report by a patient with cocaine addiction, exposure to cues can lead to memory retrieval, triggering responses such as craving and relapse (reviewed in [1]):
It is 11:00 am on a warm morning in July. You are walking down the street. All of a sudden, you run into Mary*. Your heart skips a beat. You think back to times you've gotten high together. You smile and feel a sense of excitement. You start to think about getting high. (*name changed) Such memory-driven effects, combined with evidence that drugs of abuse can act on neuroanatomical circuitry supporting memory, have fostered the conceptualization of addiction as a disorder of learning and memory (e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ).
Decades of research have demonstrated that different types of information are learned, or encoded, during everyday experiences, and that, depending on the nature of this information, different processing mechanisms and neural networks corresponding to different memory systems are engaged [8] (Box 1 for examples related to drug use). These memory systems can function in parallel, each contributing to behavior [9], or they can compete for preferential expression [10] . Accordingly, theories describing the contributions of different memory systems to addiction describe both parallel and interactive effects (Table 1) . These theories have been extremely influential, inspiring research programs and the development of addiction treatments (recent examples in [11, 12] ). With recent evidence that memory for even a single experience can influence later decision-making [13, 14] , understanding how memories for drug-related experiences are formed is a crucial and timely question.
Highlights
Memories for drug-use experiences, supported by different neural systems, contribute to the development and maintenance of addictive behaviors.
Addictive drugs and acute stress responses have common effects on these memory systems.
Addictive drugs can themselves elicit stress responses, including the release of glucocorticoids. Blocking glucocorticoid responses can change drug effects, including modulating drugrelated learning and memory.
